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Abstract 

A single ring-array concentrator solar furnace unit was firstly modeled analytically, and then 

optimized numerically by ZEMAX® and ANSYS® software, reaching a temperature of 3778 K, 

nearly equivalent to that of a medium size solar furnace with 3.14 m2 collection area. A novel 

three-dimensional ring array concentrator solar furnace was subsequently proposed and 

analyzed. It consisted of five single ring array concentrators, forming a compact box-shaped 

solar furnace with an opening at the rear side for an easy access to a common focal spot in the 

center. Based on the edge-ray principle of non-imaging optics, 3.53 times higher concentration 

ratio was analytically calculated for this three-dimensional solar furnace, as compared to that 

of the medium size solar furnace, leading to significantly enhanced thermal and optical 

efficiencies. The temperature performance of the three-dimensional ring-array concentrator 

furnace as a function of receiver size and collector area was analyzed numerically and 

compared to that of the medium size solar furnace. For a 5.68 mm diameter spherical receiver 

and large collection area varying from 3.14 m2 to 100 m2, 1.1 times gradual enhancement in 

the maximum attainable temperature was calculated for the ring array concentrator furnace. 

More importantly, its average and minimum temperatures were significantly improved by 

870 K and 1140 K, respectively, as compared to that of the medium size solar furnace. With 

convection loss, the 3D RAC solar furnace also more efficient in attaining maximum 

temperature than that by the parabolic mirror furnace. In addition, the three-dimensional ring-

array concentrator also presented a significant tracking error compensation capacity in relation 

to that with the medium size solar furnace. 

Keywords: Ring-array, solar furnace, three-dimensional, temperature, parabolic mirror, 

tracking error. 
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Nomenclature 

 

Subscript 

 

∆𝑎𝑛 Ring width (mm) 

ain Ring inner aperture (mm) 

aout Ring outer aperture (mm) 

C Concentration ratio 

dt Ring thickness (mm) 

ha Ring height correction (mm) 

hf Focal length (mm) 

Hn Ring maximum height (mm) 

I Solar radiation energy per surface unit 

(W/m2) 

N Ring number 

r Radius (mm) 

RoC Radius of curvature (mm) 

S Collection area (m2) 

Th Receiver temperature (K) 

T0 Ambient temperature (K) 

 

Greek Letters 

 

ε Emissivity  

η Efficiency (%) 

θa Sun-Earth acceptance half-angle (°) 

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

𝜙 Diameter (mm) 

Φ Rim angle (°) 
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1-Introduction 

 

Energy consumption of depletable and pollutable resources is an ever-growing topic of concern 

among nations. The resolution for these problems is to pledge over renewable and sustainable 

energy technologies that contribute in a minimal environmental footprint (Hussain et al., 2018). 

Solar energy is one of the cleanest renewable energy sources and considered as green energy 

source available abundantly. (Kalogirou, 2004).  

A solar concentrating collector have several mechanisms that tracks the movement of the Sun. 

Single-axis tracking solar collectors, such as linear Fresnel reflectors (Kasaeian et al., 2018; 

Xie et al., 2011), parabolic trough collectors (Kasaeian et al., 2018) (Bellos and Tzivanidis, 

2019) and cylindrical trough collectors (Winston, 1974), have maximum temperatures ranging 

from 300°C to 400 °C. Two-axes tracking solar collectors include parabolic dish reflectors, 

heliostat field collectors and circular Fresnel collectors, with which the solar rays are focused 

to a single spot, and capable of reaching temperatures from 2000 °C to 3800 °C (Kalogirou, 

2004) (Xie et al., 2011) (PROCÉDÉS, 2018).  

The first recorded use of a solar furnace was in 1695 when Georges Buffon ignited wood and 

melted lead using mirrors. Antoine Lavoisier built a solar furnace that reached a temperature 

of 1780 °C, enough to melt platinum, in 1700 (Meinel, 1979). Felix Trombe and Marc Foëx 

were the pioneers of high temperature solar energy research (Trombe and Foex, 1957). Their 

interest in this area began in the mid-20th century when they were investigating high-

temperature metallurgy, inorganic chemistry of rare-earth elements, and oxide ceramics 

characterization. 

Several institutions around the world provide the state-of-the-art high-flux solar research 

facilities. Table 1 summarizes attainable solar fluxes levels by each institution. The highest 

solar flux up to date is 16000 kW/m2, equivalent to 16000 Suns concentration factor. 

Table 1 – The state-of-art solar fluxes. 

Institution 
Collector area 

(m2) 

Solar flux 

(kW/m2)1 
Reference 

MSSF horizontal and 

vertical axes parabolic 

mirror, PROMES-CNRS, 

France  

3.14 16000 
(PROCÉDÉS, 

2018) 

Eurodish, PROMES-

CNRS, France  
57 9600 

(Reinalter et 

al., 2008) 

MWSF, PROMES-CNRS, 

France 
2835 10000 (2019) 

ANU, Australia  500 14000 
(Lovegrove et 

al., 2011) 
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Distal I, PSA-CIEMAT, 

Spain 
44 12000 

(PSA-

CIEMAT, 

2009) 

Distal II, PSA-CIEMAT, 

Spain 
57 16000 

(PSA-

CIEMAT, 

2009) 

NSTTF, Sandia, USA   35 5000 
(Camacho-

Lopez, 2019) 

HFSF, PSI, Switzerland  57 5000 
(Haueter et 

al., 1999) 

11000 W/mm2 is equivalent to one concentration factor of the Sun. 
MSSF: Medium Size Solar Furnace; MWSF: Mega Watt Solar Furnace; PROMES- CNRS: Procédés, 

Matériaux et Énergie Solaire - Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique; PSA-CIEMAT: Plataforma Solar 

de Almería- Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas; ANU: Australian 

National University; NSTTF: National Solar Thermal Test Facility; HFSF: High Flux Solar Furnace; PSI: Paul 

Scherrer Institute. 

These solar energy research facilities allow academic and industrial users to conduct scientific 

research and qualify commercial prototypes in the fields of: solar thermal electricity generation 

technologies (Kalogirou, 2004) (Islam et al., 2018); solar fuel production of H2, syngas, liquid 

and gas hydrocarbons (Romero and Steinfeld, 2012) (Agrafiotis et al., 2014); cycles for 

chemical storage of solar energy for short and long duration with ZnO, CeO2, iron, silica, etc 

(Datas et al., 2016); solar water treatment through desalination, disinfection and 

decontamination (Liu et al., 2017) (Ahmed et al., 2019); solar heating and cooling of buildings 

(Prieto et al., 2019); high value material synthesis and/or coating deposits of nanomaterials, 

new ceramics or metals, foams, catalytic layers (Fend et al., 2004); high-flux photochemistry 

(Funken and Becker, 2001) and photo-physics; characterization of materials behaviour and 

properties under extreme conditions (Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2018); solar pumping of laser 

for industrial and space applications  (Almeida et al., 2015) (Liang et al., 2017). 

Solar collectors are continuously being improved, parabolic ring array concentrators (RAC) 

are, however, much less explored. A RAC consists of a set of parabolic reflective rings mounted 

coaxially to avoid shading effect from either incoming or reflected light among parabolic rings. 

Its focal spot in the rear side of the collector is created by superposition of rays from the 

reflective rings. The RAC allows efficient combination of components, reducing the shadow 

areas between incoming solar rays and the receiver, as compared with the heliostat–parabolic 

mirror systems. The RAC has no chromatic aberration along its focal spot, providing higher 

solar concentration efficiencies as compared with Fresnel lenses. Vasylev (Vasylyev, 2003) 

and Mouzouris (Mouzouris and Brooks, 2009) restarted the ring array concentrator research 

similar to the Pyreheliophoro, a type of solar concentrator from 19th centrury (A. Gomes, 1899; 

Meinel, 1979). Mouzouris calculated a 2500 W/m2 solar flux with a 0.6 m diameter RAC. 

Innovative solar laser pumping concepts with RAC were also numerically explored (Tiburcio 

et al., 2018) (Matos et al., 2018). 

In this work, a single RAC was firstly modeled and compared in terms of solar flux by 

ZEMAX® and temperature by ANSYS®, to a medium size solar furnace (MSSF) parabolic 

mirror at the PROMES-CNRS. For the same collection area of 3.14 m2, both concentrating 

systems numerically achieved nearly the same solar flux of 16 W/mm2 and equivalent 
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temperature of 3800 K. A three-dimensional ring-array concentrator (3D RAC) solar furnace 

composed of five single RAC units was proposed, focusing the incoming light into a common 

focal spot. The 3D RAC furnace was used to heat a spherical receiver from five different sides. 

The concentration ratio of the 3D RAC furnace was 3.53 times higher than that of the parabolic 

mirror, leading to considerably improved thermal and optical efficiencies. The same spherical 

receiver capable of absorbing the solar flux from any directions was also adopted to evaluate 

the temperature performance of the MSSF. The temperature performance of the 3D RAC 

furnace as a function of receiver size and collector area was analyzed numerically and 

compared to that of the medium size solar furnace. For collection area larger than 3.14 m2, 1.1 

times enhancement in the maximum attainable temperature was calculated for the 3D RAC 

furnace. Not less importantly, its average and minimum temperatures were significantly 

improved by 870 K and 1140 K, respectively, as compared to that of the MSSF. With 

convection loss, the 3D RAC furnace scheme also offered better temperature performance than 

that by the MSSF. In addition, a tracking error analysis of the 3D RAC furnace was also carried 

out, presenting an enhanced tracking error compensation capacity as compared to that of the 

MSSF. 

 

2-Design concept and methodology 

2.1- Description of the single RAC solar furnace unit 

 

The solar concentrator technology of the RAC is comprised by two parts (Fig. 1): 

 a set of concentric parabolic rings that reflects and concentrates the solar rays into a 

common focus; 

 a small polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) Fresnel lens at the center of the RAC to 

further concentrate the central solar rays into the same focus. 
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the RAC unit with seven rings. The blue lines represent the cross section of the parabolic rings and 

the green line represents the cross section of the Fresnel lens. Δa1 is the ring width of the first ring, 𝒂𝒐𝒖𝒕𝟏is the outer 

aperture of the first ring, 𝒂𝒊𝒏𝟏 is the inner aperture of the first ring, hf is the focal length, 𝒉𝒂𝟏  is the ring height deviation 

of the first ring, H1 is the height of the first ring, RoC1 is the radius of curvature of the first ring and m1 is the mathematical 

slope traced from the first ring to the origin. dt is the thickness of the ring and rfresnel is the radius of the Fresnel lens. 

The single RAC furnace consists of various rings, each one being a truncated section of a 

parabolic mirror, concentrically positioned within a circular area. The remaining central area 

is occupied by a Fresnel lens. Fig. 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the RAC furnace unit. 

Each parabolic mirror ring was analytically designed so that no ring would obstruct the 

focusing light path. The Fresnel lens focused the remaining central solar rays that do not 

intercept the rings.  

 

2.2-Analytical and numerical methods for the single RAC solar furnace unit 

 

2.2.1- Analytical single RAC design method 

 

The ring-array concentrator uses the same focusing principle as a common parabolic mirror, 

sharing the same equations. Each ring has its own distinctive characteristics (Fig. 1), such as 

ring width (∆𝑎𝑛, with n as the ring number), radius of curvature (RoCn). All rings share the 

same focal length (ℎ𝑓). The width of a ring is defined by the difference between the outer 

aperture (𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛) and the inner aperture (𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛); therefore, ∆𝑎𝑛 = 𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛 − 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛. 

The design of the RAC furnace unit is based mostly on the parameters of the outmost ring (first 

ring). On one hand, the outer aperture of the first ring (𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡1) is the radius of the RAC furnace. 

On the other hand, the width of the first ring (∆𝑎1) determines the parameters of all other inner 
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rings, such as the width, positional height, radius of curvature, alignment, dimension and 

position of the Fresnel lens. 𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡1, ∆𝑎1 and ℎ𝑓 are the key starting parameters to design a RAC. 

The radius of curvature of an arbitrary parabolic ring is defined by equation 1: 

   𝑛 = √ℎ𝑓
 − 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛

 − ℎ𝑓     ( 1 ) 

The maximum ring height ( 𝑛) of an arbitrary ring is calculated by equation 2: 

 𝑛 =
1

 
(
 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛

 

𝑅𝑜𝐶𝑛
−    𝑛)     ( 2 ) 

The ring height deviation at the vertex of the parabola (ℎ 𝑛), which is necessary to ensure a 

common focal spot to all the rings, is defined by equation 3: 

ℎ 𝑛 =
𝑅𝑜𝐶𝑛

 
      ( 3 ) 

The equations 1, 2 and 3 are essential to finalize each ring. 

For others subsequent rings, the inner aperture is defined by equation 4 and the outer aperture 

by equation 5. 

𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛 =
ℎ𝑓

𝑚𝑛−1
−  𝑡     ( 4 ) 

𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛 = 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛−1 −  𝑡     ( 5 ) 

Where dt is the thickness of the ring and m is defined by equation 6 

 𝑛 =
𝐻𝑛

 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛
      ( 6 ) 

With the outer and the inner ring apertures defined, it is possible to design the nth ring by 

following the equations 1, 2 and 3. 

At last, the Fresnel lens positioned at the center of the RAC has its height position (ℎ𝑓   𝑛  ) 

defined by equation 7.  

ℎ𝑓   𝑛  =  𝑁𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑁     ( 7 ) 

The Fresnel lens radial aperture ( 𝑓   𝑛  ) is the same as the inner aperture of the last ring (N), 

as shown by equation 8. 

 𝑓   𝑛  = 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑁       ( 8 ) 

A seven-ring RAC was numerically generated by considering the starting dimensions in Table 

2. The design parameters are presented in Table 3. 
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Table 2 – Starting dimensions for a RAC furnace unit. 

RAC 

radius 

(mm) 

Focal 

Length, hf 

(mm) 

Fresnel 

thickness 

(mm) 

Ring thickness, 

 𝑡 

 (mm) 

First width 

∆𝑎1 

(mm) 

500 500 3 1.5 31.5 

 

Table 3 – Design parameters of the seven-ring RAC unit. 

Ring 

number, 

n 

Aperture 

width, ∆𝑎𝑛 

(mm) 

Outer aperture, 

𝑎𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑛 

(mm) 

Inner aperture, 

𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑛 

 (mm) 

Radius of 

curvature, 

   𝑛 (mm) 

Ring 

height, 

 𝑛(mm) 

1st ring 31.5 500.0 468.5 185.0 76.0 

2nd ring 40.3 467.0 427.8 158.0 108.0 

3rd ring 48.7 426.3 380.6 128.0 145.0 

4th ring 53.6 379.1 329.8 99.0 184.0 

5th ring 54.0 328.3 278.6 72.0 220.0 

6th ring 50.1 277.1 320.2 50.0 251.0 

7th ring 43.5 228.7 186.8 34.0 274.0 

 

 

2.2.2 – Single RAC solar furnace unit optimization by ZEMAX® 

 

ZEMAX® software offers optical-geometrical tools to design optical components of any shape. 

Moreover, it enables users to write macro in ZEMAX® programing language (ZPL) to adapt 

new optical elements and provide automation procedures. ZPL is essential to design the RAC 

as a new integrated optical object. Non-sequential mode was used for numerical calculation of 

solar flux and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the focal spot. In Fig. 2b is shown a 

cross-sectional view of a RAC solar furnace and the associated solar rays reflected by the ring 

mirror surface and concentrated onto a flat detector. The mechanical support of the RAC unit 

was also included in the design. 
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Fig. 2. a) Seven ring RAC representation and b) cross-sectional view of the RAC solar furnace unit and the solar rays 

trajectory. 

A solar irradiance (I) of 1000 W/m2 was assumed. The standard solar spectrum for one-and-a-

half air mass (AM1.5) was utilized as reference data by consulting the spectral irradiance 

(W/m2/nm) at each wavelength from the solar spectrum; the Sun-Earth half-angle of 0.265° 

subtended by the Sun was also considered (ASTM Standard G173-03, 2012). A reflectivity of 

59% was considered for the RAC mirrors, the same as the measured reflectivity of the MSSF 

parabolic mirror, PROMES-CNRS (Almeida et al., 2015; PROCÉDÉS, 2018), which was the 

combined measured reflectivity of the heliostat (78%) and parabolic mirror (76%) (Almeida et 

al., 2015). Five million rays were used for the numerical calculation. The RAC with 0.5 m 

radius had an input solar power of 785 W. The ring thickness and the mechanical support 

blocked 1.2% of the receiving solar rays, reducing slightly the transmission efficiency. A focal 

solar flux of 9.29 W/mm2 and a FWHM of 4.43 mm were numerically obtained on the detector 

at the focal spot of the RAC solar furnace. Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of a ray-trace routine for 

the RAC solar furnace numerical optimization.  
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Fig. 3. Flowchart execution for RAC analysis in ZEMAX®. 

 

2.2.3 – Example for number of rings optimization of a single RAC solar furnace 

 

Analytical and numerical approaches to optimize both the number of rings and the solar flux 

of the RAC furnace are presented here. A typical single RAC with 1.0 m diameter (0.79 m2 

collection area) and 0.5 m focal length was analyzed by ZEMAX®.  

 

Fig. 4. RAC solar flux as a function of the first width ring (∆𝒂𝟏) for 3-8 rings. 
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In Fig. 4 is shown the solar flux as a function of the ring width for 3 to 8 rings. The RAC with 

seven rings had the highest solar flux of 9.3 W/mm2, while the RAC with three rings had the 

lowest flux of 7.9 W/mm2. The increase in the number of rings beyond the seventh ring was 

disadvantageous for the solar flux enhancement. 

Table 4 shows the numerically calculated solar flux and focal spot size for an optimal ∆𝑎1 for 

different number of rings. From one hand, the Fresnel lens associated with a small number of 

rings (3 rings) had a large radius, and the innermost ring had the highest ring height. On the 

other hand, as the number of rings increased, the radius of the Fresnel lens decreased, resulting 

in the reduction of the RACs height. The seven rings setup were finally chosen for the single 

RAC solar furnace.  

Table 4 - Optimization of the RAC solar furnace unit parameters for 0.5 m radius RAC. 

Number of 

rings 

N 

Optimum 1st 

ring width ∆𝑎1 

(mm) 

Solar 

flux 

(W/mm2) 

Spot size 

FWHM 

(mm) 

Fresnel 

radius 

(mm) 

Highest 

ring height 

(mm) 

3 97.0 7.9 4.8 227.0 433.0 

4 71.0 8.5 4.7 213.0 352.0 

5 52.0 8.9 4.6 209.0 299.0 

6 40.0 9.0 4.5 200.0 272.0 

7 31.5 9.3 4.4 190.0 255.0 

8 26.3 9.2 4.4 175.0 249.0 

 

2.3 – Temperature analysis of the MSSF parabolic mirror and the single RAC solar furnaces. 

 

ZEMAX® non-sequential ray-trace code for solar flux calculation and ANSYS® finite element 

analysis for temperature calculation were both used for evaluating the performance of each 

solar furnace. This method allows thermal-optical calculation that deal with complex geometric 

shape and boundary conditions, enabling the approximation of variables in a volume or surface 

element that changed across the element. Thus, the variation of the field variables can be 

specified to increase degrees of approximations (An et al., 2005) (Li et al., 2015) (Rinker et al., 

2018) (Khalil et al., 2019).  

The PROMES-CNRS MSSF parabolic mirror of 1 m radius, 0.85 m focal length and 59% 

combined reflectance (heliostat + parabolic mirror) has the highest solar flux compared to other 

existing solar furnaces (Table 1). Therefore, the temperature of this solar furnace was firstly 

numerically analyzed, serving as a reference for the temperature analysis of the single RAC. 

The typical solar irradiance of 1000 W/m2 in Odeillo, France, was taken into the consideration 

in the analysis.  

A squared black body (emissivity ε = 1) detector of 20 × 20 mm2 area with 101 × 101 pixels 

was used to calculate the solar flux at the focal spot of the MSSF parabolic mirror in ZEMAX®. 

16.2 W/mm2 peak solar flux was calculated, which is in concordance with the measured solar 

flux (PROCÉDÉS, 2018). The data was then imported to ANSYS® workbench through 

“External data” component and loaded as heat flux source.  
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ANSYS® 2019 finite element analysis was used to analyze the temperature achieved by a 

graphite disk receiver of 20 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness at the focus of the MSSF 

parabolic mirror. Graphite with 2250 kg/m3 constant density, 24 W/m.K thermal conductivity 

and 709 J/Kg.K specific heat was chosen from ANSYS® internal material library. The disk 

receiver was divided by tetrahedrons meshing method with sizing element of 0.4 mm. It 

contains approximately 1600 elements, which is enough for FEA calculations (Ozakin and 

Kaya, 2019). The boundary conditions of convection were applied onto the disk surfaces with 

heat transfer coefficient of 5×10-6 W/mm2/K, representing natural stagnant air convection. The 

radiation exchange between surfaces in ANSYS® was restricted by a gray-diffuse surface. The 

emissivity for graphite disk surfaces was considered as ε = 0.85, which is an average emissivity 

of graphite at working temperature above 3000 K (Kostanovskii et al., 2005). 295.15 K 

ambient temperature was considered. The MSSF with 3.14 m2 collection area had a peak solar 

flux of 16.2 W/mm2 calculated by ZEMAX®. It is equivalent to a maximum temperature of 

3827 K in ANSYS® calculations (Fig. 5 a), which is nearly the same as the reported value of 

3800 K (PROCÉDÉS, 2018). The same analysis method was then used for the single RAC with 

the same collection area of 3.14 m2, attaining a 16.0 W/mm2 in ZEMAX®, resulting in a 

maximum temperature of 3778 K (Fig. 5 b). Both solar furnaces presented a nearly similar 

maximum to minimum temperature range by the same receiver, as shown in  

Fig. 5.  

 

Fig. 5. Temperature at the focal spot of the (a) the PROMES-CNRS MSSF parabolic mirror and (b) the single RAC solar 

furnace with the same collection area of 3.14 m2. 

 

3 – Numerical optimization of the 3D RAC solar furnace  

 

In Fig. 6 is shown the proposed 3D RAC solar furnace, which consists of five RAC units 

focusing the incoming solar light into a common focal spot. These RACs formed a compact 

box-shaped solar furnace with an opening at the rear side for an easy access to a focal spot in 

the center. The concentrating process is shown in Fig. 7. The main RAC receives the incoming 

solar light reflected by the heliostat, while the four lateral RACs receive the reflected sunlight 

firstly by the heliostat and then by the four plane folding mirrors of 95% reflectivity. 

Single RACb)MSSF parabolic mirrora)
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Fig. 6. 3D RAC solar furnace composed of five identical seven-ring RACs and four folding mirrors. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Schematics of the cross-sectional view of the 3D RAC solar furnace with solar rays being concentrated to a common 

spot. 

 

3.1 – Heat load analysis of the 3D RAC, the MSSF parabolic mirror and the Fresnel lens solar 

furnaces. 

 

The heat load analysis of the solar furnaces was conducted with a 15 mm × 15 mm × 15 mm 

volume detector in ZEMAX®. To ensure an accurate comparison with the performance of the 

3.14 m2 (1 m radius) MSSF parabolic mirror, each RAC unit had 0.447 m radius, corresponding 

to 0.628 m2 collection area; therefore, a combined 3.14 m2 collection area was achieved for the 

five RAC units mounted together to form the 3D RAC solar furnace. 59% reflectivity was 

assumed for all the rings and 95% reflectivity for the folding mirrors. The heat load analysis of 

an optimal non-imaging PMMA Fresnel lens, with the same collection area and 0.5 m focal 

length, was also numerically calculated. 
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The heat load distributions and the FWHM dimensions of the focal spots of the 3D RAC, the 

MSSF parabolic mirror and the Fresnel lens solar furnaces are shown in Fig. 8.  

 

Fig. 8. Cross-sectional view of the heat load distribution at the focal spot of (a) the 3D RAC, (b) the MSSF parabolic 

mirror and (c) the Fresnel lens solar furnaces. 

Due to the short focal length of 0.447 m for each 3D RAC unit, a considerably small spherical 

focal volume of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm (27 mm3) was obtained, as compared to that of the 

MSSF parabolic mirror, which obtained a large ellipsoidal-shape focal volume of 3.75 mm × 

3.75 mm × 5.63 mm (41.45 mm3). The Fresnel lens presented a significantly large cylindrical 

focal volume of 3.5 mm × 3.5 mm × 15 mm (577 mm3). 

The unique combination of the five RAC’s units ensured therefore a considerably enhanced 

solar flux as compared to that of the conventional parabolic mirror solar furnace. This also may 

open a door for the high flux solar pumping of laser media, such as Alexandrite that requires 

very high pumping flux within a small volume (Kerridge-Johns and Damzen, 2018). 

 

3.2 – Improvement of solar concentration ratio by the 3D RAC solar furnace and its consequent 

influence on both thermal and optical efficiencies 

 

3.2.1 – Improvement of solar concentration ratio by the 3D RAC furnace 

 

The concentration ratio C is defined by the input aperture area of the focusing collector over 

the receiver area (C = Sconcentrator /Sreceiver) (Rabl, 1985). By using the edge-ray principle 

(Welford and Winston, 1978) and assuming θa = 0.265° Sun-Earth acceptance half-angle 

subtended by the Sun (Rabl, 1985),  the maximum radius of a spherical receiver (rsphere) at the 

focus of a parabolic mirror can be determined by the parabola’s radial aperture (rparabola) and its 

rim angle (Φ) (Romero and Steinfeld, 2012) (Goswami, 2015), as indicated by equation 9 and 

Fig. 9a.  

𝒓𝒔𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆 = 𝒓𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒂  
𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜽𝒂

𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜱
     ( 9 ) 

The maximum solar concentration ratio for an ideal perfectly specular 3D paraboloid rim angle 

aligned to the Sun, is given by equation 10 (Rabl, 1985). 

3D RAC MSSF parabolic mirror Fresnel lens
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 𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒂 =
𝑺𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒂

𝑺𝒔𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆
=
𝝅 𝒓𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒃𝒐𝒍𝒂
𝟐

𝟒 𝝅 𝒓𝒔𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆
𝟐 =

𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐𝜱

𝟒 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 𝜽𝒂
     ( 10 ) 

 

Fig. 9. Solar concentration schemes of a) the parabolic mirror and b) the 3D RAC solar furnaces, both with the same collection 

area S; SRAC1, SRAC2, SRAC3, and SRAC4, SRAC5 (not seen in Fig.9) are the collection areas of each single RAC; rRAC is the radius 

of a single RAC; r’RAC is the inner radius of the outmost ring of the RAC; rsphere and r’sphere  are  the radius of the receiver 

spheres of the parabolic mirror and the 3D RAC solar furnaces, respectively ; Φ and Φ’ are the rim angles of the parabolic 

mirror and the 3D RAC solar furnaces, respectively; θa is the Sun-Earth acceptance half-angle. 

The 3D RAC furnace total collection area (S3DRAC) is given by the combination of the five 

single RACs collection area (SRACi), as shown in Fig. 9b and equation 11. 

𝑺𝟑𝑫 𝑨 = ∑ 𝑺 𝑨 𝒊
𝟓
𝒊=𝟏      ( 11 ) 

Since the 3D RAC furnace is composed of five single RACs with the same aperture and focal 

length, by the edge-ray principle, the radius of the spherical receiver of the 3D RAC (r’sphere) 

can be determined by the inner radius of the outmost ring of a RAC (r’RAC), its rim angle (Φ’) 

and the Sun-Earth acceptance half-angle (θa = 0.265°), as shown in equation 12:  

𝒓′𝒔𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆 = 𝒓′ 𝑨  𝒊  
𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜽𝒂

𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜱′
    ( 12 ) 

From equations 11 and 12, the concentration ratio of the 3D RAC can then be calculated by: 

 𝟑𝑫 𝑨 =
𝑺𝟑𝑫 𝑨 

𝑺′𝒔𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆
=
∑ 𝑺 𝑨  𝒊
𝟓
𝒊=𝟏

𝟒 𝝅 𝒓′𝒔𝒑𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆
𝟐 =

∑ 𝝅 𝒓 𝑨 𝒊
𝟐𝟓

𝒊=𝟏  𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝟐𝜱′

𝟒 𝝅 𝒓′ 𝑨 
𝟐  𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 𝜽𝒂

=
𝟓

𝟒

 𝒓 𝑨 
𝟐 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝟐𝜱′

 𝒓′ 𝑨 
𝟐 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 𝜽𝒂

  ( 13 ) 
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The MSSF parabolic mirror with rparabola = 1000 mm has 60° rim angle and 850 mm focal 

distance. For the same collection area (S = 3.14 m2), each RAC has rRAC = 447 mm, 

r’RAC = 420 mm, 447 mm focal distance and 43° rim angle. By using the edge-ray principle, the 

spherical receiver surface areas of 358.42 mm2 (rsphere = 5.34 mm) and 101.47 mm2 (r’sphere = 

2.84 mm) were calculated for the MSSF parabolic mirror and the 3D RAC furnaces, 

respectively. The concentration ratios of 8765 for the MSSF parabolic mirror and 30962 for 

the 3D RAC solar furnace were finally obtained, respectively, as summarized by Table 5. 

Table 5 – Comparison of the MSSF parabolic mirror concentration ratio with that of the 3D RAC furnace 

 3D RAC furnace MSSF parabolic mirror 

Collection area (m2) 3.14 3.14 

Sphere radius (mm) 2.84 5.34 

Concentration ratio 30962 8765 

 

Fig. 10 shows the incident solar flux distribution onto the spherical receivers of both the MSSF 

parabolic mirror (rsphere = 5.34 mm) and the 3D RAC (r’sphere = 2.84 mm) solar furnaces. The 

large receiver surface of the MSSF parabolic mirror has one single light spot with high flux at 

its top, while little or no presence of light irradiance at its bottom, as shown in Fig. 10a. For 

the small 3D RAC receiver, the majority of its surface area is irradiated more uniformly than 

that of the MSSF parabolic mirror by high flux solar power, as shown in Fig. 10b. 

 

Fig. 10.  The solar flux distribution profile on the surface of the spherical receivers from a) the MSSF parabolic mirror 

and b) the 3D RAC solar furnace.  

 

3.2.2 – Improvement of solar thermal efficiency by the 3D RAC furnace 

 

An ideal solar thermal energy conversion efficiency is given by equation 14 (Romero and 

Steinfeld, 2012) (Steinfeld, 2019): 

𝜼 𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍,  𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 = [𝟏 − (
𝝈𝑻𝒉
𝟒

𝑰  
)] [𝟏 − (

𝑻𝟎

𝑻𝒉
)]   ( 14 ) 
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where I is the solar radiation (1000 W/mm2), σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Th is the 

receivers temperature and T0 is the ambient temperature. Increasing concentration ratio is 

advantageous to attain higher temperatures and reduce the re-radiation losses from a smaller 

solar receiver’s surface, but at the expense of more precise and costly optics, as in the case of 

the 3D RAC furnace. Fig. 11 shows the thermal efficiency tendency versus the variation of the 

receiver’s temperature for the two types of furnaces. The MSSF parabolic mirror with 8765 

concentration ratio had an equivalent 3530 K stagnant temperature. In contrast, the 3D RAC 

furnace with a smaller collector surface area attained a much higher concentration ratio of 

30962, attaining 4833 K stagnant temperature. However, in practice, when considering 

convective and conductive losses in addition to radioactive losses, as well as the inherent 

optical losses of the solar concentrating system, the efficiency presents a much lower value. 

 

Fig. 11. Thermal efficiency of the 3D RAC solar furnace, the parabolic mirror and their respective concentration ratios.  

 

3.2.3 – Improvement in optical efficiency by the 3D RAC solar furnace 

 

The optical efficiency is defined as the ratio between the absorbed solar power by a receiver 

and the incoming solar power of a solar collector. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of the optical 

efficiencies of the MSSF parabolic mirror and 3D RAC furnace, for various spherical receiver 

sizes. For the MSSF parabolic mirror, 37.8% optical efficiency was numerically achieved for 

the 2rsphere = 10.68 mm diameter spherical receiver, while less optical efficiency of 29.5% was 

numerically attained for the 2r’sphere = 5.68 mm diameter spherical receiver of the 3D RAC. 

However, for receiver spheres of same diameter, the 3D RAC furnace offered a significantly 

higher optical efficiency compared to that of the MSSF parabolic mirror. For example, for the 

10.68 mm diameter, 51.0% optical efficiency was numerically achieved by the 3D RAC, which 

is 1.35 times more than that of the parabolic mirror. For receiver sphere larger than 15 mm 

diameter, the 3D RAC suffers from a slight decrease in optical efficiency.  

 

   

C=8765

C=30946
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Fig. 12. Optical efficiency comparisons between the 3D RAC and the MSSF parabolic mirror at different receiver 

diameters. 

Finally, the product of the thermal efficiencies in Fig. 11 and the optical efficiencies in Fig. 12 

can result in the final absorption efficiencies by the receiver spheres for both the 3D RAC solar 

furnace and the MSSF parabolic mirror, respectively, as given by equation 15: 

𝜼 𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍 = 𝜼 𝒐𝒑𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 [𝟏 − (
𝝈𝑻𝒉
𝟒

𝑰  
)] [𝟏 − (

𝑻𝟎

𝑻𝒉
)]   ( 15 ) 

 

3.3 – Temperature performance analysis of the solar furnaces 

 

Since the focused solar light at the focal spot of the 3D RAC are from five different directions 

(Fig. 7), the use of the disk receiver is not suitable to analyze the temperature. Therefore, a 

spherical receiver was used to analyze the temperature for both the MSSF parabolic mirror and 

the 3D RAC solar furnaces. 

In ZEMAX®, a stereolithographic (STL) sphere of 2.84 mm radius with a total of 5624 

superficial pixels was firstly used to replace the disk receiver at the focus of the MSSF parabolic 

mirror. The center of the sphere coincided with the center of the focal spot, as shown in  

Fig. 13a. The maximum temperature of 3582 K, the minimum temperature of 2371 K and the 

average temperature of 2841 K were numerically achieved, as shown in Fig. 13. 

37.8%

29.5%

5.68 10.68

51.0%
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Fig. 13. a) Spherical graphite receiver at the focal spot. b) Top view and c) cross-sectional view of the temperature 

distribution at the focal spot of the MSSF parabolic mirror. 

A 2.84 mm radius spherical STL detector was then used for the temperature analysis of the 3D 

RAC furnace. The maximum temperature of 3756 K, the minimum temperature of 3344 K and 

the average temperature of 3632 K were numerically achieved, as shown in Fig. 14. 

 

Fig. 14. a) Spherical graphite receiver at the focal spot. b) Top view and c) cross-sectional view of the temperature 

distribution at the focal spot of the 3D RAC furnace. 

The collection area of the solar furnace and the size of the receiver are critical factors to 

determine the amount of solar radiation reaching the focal spot. The 3D RAC, the parabolic 

mirrors and the Fresnel lens furnaces were analyzed for the temperature comparison at their 

focal spot. Fig. 15 shows the maximum attainable temperature for collection area up to 100 m2. 

5.68 mm, 10.68 mm, 15 mm and 20 mm diameter spherical receivers were used.  
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For collection areas smaller than 3.14 m2, the MSSF offered the highest temperature and the 

3D RAC furnace provided a slightly reduced temperature, while the Fresnel lens produced the 

lowest temperature. However, for the 5.68 mm diameter receiver, the 3D RAC exceeded the 

maximum temperature of the MSSF parabolic mirror, when the collection area was larger than 

3.14 m2. For collection areas varying from 3.14 m2 to 100 m2, 1.1 times gradual enhancement 

in maximum attainable temperature were numerically calculated. The maximum temperature 

of the 3D RAC furnace also increased faster than that of the MSSF parabolic mirror for all 

receivers, as shown in Fig. 15.  

 

Fig. 15. Maximum temperature of 3D RAC, parabolic mirror and Fresnel lens as a function of the collection area for 

receiver diameter of a) 5.68 mm, b) 10.68 mm, c) 15 mm and d) 20 mm. 

Due to its short focal length, the 3D RAC furnace had the advantage of achieving effective 

solar concentration within a smaller focal spot and only a small portion of the focused rays 

missed the smaller diameter receiver, when compared to that of the parabolic mirror with an 

enlarged focal spot. For large collection area, the 3D RAC had an evident tendency for attaining 

higher temperature than that of the parabolic mirror. Moreover, a multiple side heating together 

with less heat dissipation from the small focal spot of the 3D RAC furnace also enabled a higher 

temperature than that of the parabolic mirror. 

Maximum temperature

a) b)

c) d)

3.14 3.14

3.14 3.14
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The Fresnel lens presented about 45% reduction in the maximum temperature performance, as 

compared to the above-mentioned parabolic mirror and 3D RAC schemes. No significant 

variation in temperature was attained neither with more collection area nor with larger receiver.  

Besides the importance of the maximum temperature, average and minimum temperatures are 

also vital parameters to characterize the working temperature capacity of a solar furnace.  

Fig. 16 shows the influence of the receiver size and the collection area on average and minimum 

temperatures for each type of solar furnace. The 3D RAC furnace presented advantages in 

average and minimum temperatures for all collection areas.  

 

Fig. 16. Average and minimum temperature of 3D RAC, MSSF parabolic mirror and Fresnel lens as a function of the 

collection area for receiver diameter of a) 5.68 mm, b) 10.68 mm, c) 15 mm and d) 20 mm. 

With the 5.68 mm diameter receiver and the collection area varying from 3.14 m2 to 100 m2, 

the average and minimum temperatures of the 3D RAC furnace were significantly improved 

by 870 K and 1140 K, respectively, as compared to that of the parabolic mirror, as shown in 

Fig. 16a. Even for a large diameter receiver, the superiority of the 3D RAC furnace in both 

average and minimum temperature operation remained. With the 20 mm diameter receiver and 

100 m2 collection area, for example, the 3D RAC furnace achieved about 870 K average 

temperature and 1140 K minimum temperature enhancements, respectively, over that of the 

Average and minimum temperature

a) b)

c) d)

3.14 3.14

3.14 3.14

Average temperature:

Minimum temperature:
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parabolic mirror, as shown in Fig. 16d. The Fresnel lens presented significantly reduced 

average and minimum temperature values among these three types of solar furnaces.  

 

3.4 – Influence of convection coefficient on the temperature performances of both the 3D RAC 

solar furnace and the MSSF parabolic mirror  

 

The temperature performances of both the 3D RAC and the parabolic mirror solar furnaces 

depend strongly on the convection coefficient. ANSYS simulation tool was used to analyze 

this dependency. For 5×10-6 W/mm2/K convection coefficient, corresponding to the stagnant 

air situation in the previous sections, maximum, average and minimum temperatures of 

3756 K, 3632 K and 3344 K, respectively, were numerically calculated for the 3D RAC 

furnace with 5.86 mm diameter receiver sphere; while maximum, average and minimum 

temperatures of 3582 K, 2841 K and 2371 K, respectively, were numerically calculated for the 

parabolic mirror furnace with 10.68 mm diameter receiver sphere. Therefore, 4.6%, 21.8% and 

29.1% more maximum, average and minimum temperature, respectively, were obtained by the 

3D RAC furnace. With the increase in convection coefficient, the advantage of the temperature 

performance of the 3D RAC solar furnace became more evident. For 1.2×10-3 W/mm2/K 

convection coefficient, maximum, average and minimum temperatures of 3321 K, 3182 K, 

2865 K, respectively, were calculated for the 3D RAC furnace and 3014 K, 2137 K, 1580 K, 

respectively, for the parabolic mirror solar furnace. The receiver sphere with large surface area 

of the MSSF parabolic mirror resulted in more convection losses than that by the receiver 

sphere with small surface area of the 3D RAC furnace. The 3D RAC solar furnace produced 

nearly 9.2%, 32.8% and 44.9% more maximum, average, minimum temperature, respectively, 

than that by the MSSF parabolic mirror scheme, indicating that there were more thermal losses 

in the parabolic mirror scheme.  

 

Fig. 17. Influence of convection coefficient on the temperature performances of both the 3D RAC solar furnace and the 

MSSF parabolic mirror. 

0 2 10-4 4 10-4 6 10-4 8 10-4 1 10-3 1.2 10-3
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3.5 – Tracking error analysis of the 3D RAC and the parabolic mirror solar furnaces 

 

Tracking error causes the change of the focal spot from the optimal position, resulting in a 

substantial change of efficiency. In Fig. 17a is shown the efficiency loss of the spherical 

receiver of 15 mm diameter as function of tracking error in altitude and azimuth directions for 

MSSF parabolic mirror and 3D RAC solar furnace.  

 

Fig. 18. (a) The absorbed energy by black body detector with the tracking error in altitude and azimuth directions. (b) The 

heat load distributions of the 3D RAC (1)(2)(3)(4)(5) and the MSSF parabolic mirror (1’)(2’)(3’)(4’)(5’). 

At 0.25° altitude and azimuthal tracking errors, about 11% and 42% loss were obtained for 3D 

RAC and MSSF parabolic mirror, respectively. However, at 0.50° on only one of the axes, a 

26% and 68% power loss was obtained for 3D RAC and MSSF parabolic mirror, respectively. 

At the extreme case of tracking error by 0.50° on both axes, the efficiency was nearly 

extinguished for the MSSF parabolic mirror and a 60% loss was obtained for 3D RAC. In 

summary, the 3D RAC furnace had a generally better tracking error performance as compared 

to the parabolic mirror furnace. Fig. 17b shows the tracking error with heat load efficiency 

distribution at the focal spot by the 8 mm × 8 mm × 8 mm detector. For small tracking errors, 
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the 3D RAC produced an enhanced heat load distribution at the center of the detector, as 

compared to that of the parabolic mirror furnace.  

 

4 – Conclusions 

 

Analytical and numerical models were firstly used to optimize the single RAC solar furnace 

unit parameters. The single RAC, with seven ring-arrays and a small Fresnel lens at the center, 

provided nearly the same temperature range as that of the 3.14 m2 MSSF parabolic mirror from 

PROMES-CNRS. The 3D RAC solar furnace, consisting of five RAC furnace units, was then 

proposed and numerically optimized in ZEMAX® software. It formed a compact box-shaped 

solar furnace with an opening at the rear side for an easy access to the common focal spot at 

the center. By adopting the edge-ray principle, 3.53 times higher concentration ratio was 

calculated for the 3D RAC furnace, as compared to that of the parabolic mirror, leading to 

considerably improved thermal and optical efficiencies. The temperature performance of the 

3D RAC and its dependency on both the receiver size and collection area were then numerically 

evaluated in ANSYS® software and compared to that of the MSSF with same collection area. 

For the 6.5 mm diameter receiver, the 3D RAC exceeded the maximum temperature of the 

MSSF parabolic mirror for the collection area larger than 3.14 m2. For large collection areas 

varying from 3.14 m2 to 100 m2, 1.1 times gradual enhancement in the maximum attainable 

temperature was numerically calculated. With the increase of the collection area, the maximum 

temperature of the 3D RAC furnace also increased faster than that of the MSSF parabolic 

mirror for all receivers. For a large size receiver (20 mm diameter for example), 870 K and 

1140 K enhancements in average and minimum temperatures, respectively, in relation to that 

with MSSF, were numerically obtained. This shows the superiority of the 3D RAC, especially 

for achieving both average and minimum attainable temperatures. In addition, the 3D RAC 

solar furnace presented better temperature performance with convection loss and an overall 

enhanced tracking error compensation capacity, as compared to that of the MSSF. 
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